It is well known that all the eigenvalues of the linear eigenvalue problem
Introduction
There are classical results that characterize all the eigenvalues of the linear eigenvalue problem u = (q − λr)u, in Ω ⊂ R N (under appropriate conditions on the potential q, the weight r and the domain Ω) in terms of minimax principles, and there are Ljusternik-Schnirelmann type minimax methods which yield an infinite sequence of "variational" eigenvalues of the nonlinear eigenvalue problem
where p is the p-Laplacian with 1 < p = 2. It has, however, been a long-standing question whether these methods yield all the eigenvalues of (1.1). In this paper we shall construct examples of smooth domains Ω, and coefficient functions q, r ∈ C 1 (Ω), r > 0 on Ω, for which (1.1) has non-variational eigenvalues. As far as we know, this is the first time that non-variational eigenvalues have been observed for this problem, and examples will be given in potential form (that is, with q = 0, r = 1) and in weighted form (that is, with q = 0, r > 0). Our examples will include ordinary differential equations (N = 1, with periodic boundary conditions), and partial differential equations (N > 1, with Neumann boundary conditions). We will construct the partial differential equation examples in the final section, using preceding results for the ordinary differential equation problem. Until then, we consider the equation
− [u /s]
p−1 = (λr − q) [u] p−1 , a.e. on (0, π p ), (1.2) together with either separated or periodic boundary conditions. Here, q, r, s ∈ L 1 (0, π p ), with r, s > 0; for α > 0 we use the notation [x] α = |x| α sgn x, x ∈ R. The number π p will be defined in Section 4.1. A natural definition of an eigenvalue is a value λ for which (1.2) has a nontrivial solution u, interpreted in the Carathéodory sense (see Section 2) , and satisfying the associated boundary conditions; u is then an eigenfunction. A standard technique for showing the existence of eigenvalues for nonlinear problems is the well-known Ljusternik-Schnirelmann theory, which constructs "variational" eigenvalues as infsups of a certain functional over sets of given genus. In the setting of Eq. (1.2) these variational eigenvalues will be shown to be eigenvalues in the above Carathéodory sense. The issue then arises as to whether the variational construction produces all the (Carathéodory) eigenvalues of the problem. This is not a trivial question, and the answer is not known for the general pLaplacian eigenvalue problem. Until now, no examples of non-variational eigenvalues have been constructed.
It is known that for separated (e.g., Dirichlet or Neumann) boundary conditions, all eigenvalues of (1.2) are indeed variational-see [2, Section 5] . We will show, however, that this need not be true for periodic boundary conditions. In fact, we will prove the following results for the periodic problem, with 1 < p = 2.
(a) There is an infinite sequence of variational eigenvalues, all being of Carathéodory type. (b) There is a minimal eigenvalue λ 0 ; it is simple and variational, and is the only one with an eigenfunction which does not change sign. (c) In the constant coefficient case all the eigenvalues are variational.
(d) In the case of non-constant coefficients, non-variational eigenvalues may exist. (e) It will be shown precisely how to distinguish non-variational eigenvalues from variational ones.
Results (a)-(c) are consistent with the linear case p = 2, and with the separated, nonlinear case p = 2. Indeed, (a) is a minor variation on well-known ideas (cf. [2] ), but (b) seems to be new in this generality (with L 1 coefficients in (1.2)), and we have not seen a complete proof of (c) in the periodic case. These results are developed in Sections 2, 3 and 4, respectively.
Result (d) shows that there is a considerable difference between the periodic and separated problems when the coefficients are non-constant. In particular, it will be shown in Section 4 that if λ 0 k , k 1, is a given (non-minimal) eigenvalue of the constant coefficient problem (say with q = 0, r = 1, without loss of generality), then it is possible to find an arbitrarily small, non-constant q such that the problem (1.2) has an arbitrarily large number of non-variational, periodic eigenvalues near to λ 0 k -see Theorem 4.5 for a precise statement. The existence of nonvariational eigenvalues then raises the question of which of the Carathéodory eigenvalues are in fact also variational eigenvalues. In Section 5 we characterize the variational eigenvalues via an extremal property within the set of Carathéodory eigenvalues-see Theorem 5.1. An intuitive explanation for the existence of large numbers of non-variational eigenvalues near to λ 0 k can be given in terms of the dimension (or "multiplicity") of the set of eigenfunctions corresponding to λ 0 k . This will be developed in more detail in Section 6.
Carathéodory and variational eigenvalues
We first note that the power function [·] α defined above satisfies the simple identities
, when f (t) = 0. We also note that after a simple transformation (cf. [2, Section 3]) one can take s = 1 in (1.2). Thus, without loss of generality, we will simply suppress s and consider the equation
In addition, we will focus mainly on periodic boundary conditions
2)
We define λ to be a (Carathéodory) eigenvalue of (2.1)-(2.3) if the system we define the Krasnoselskij genus of A ∈ A by
where γ (A) = ∞ if no such m exists. Now, for any integer k 0, let
It is clear from this definition that μ k+1 μ k for all k 0. (0, π p ) . More general separated boundary conditions also require the functional G to be modified, but for now we only require Dirichlet and Neumann eigenvalues, so the above constructions suffice for the present. For k 0, we will denote the kth variational eigenvalues of (2.1), with Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions, by δ k and ν k , respectively. As in Theorem 2.1, all the variational, separated eigenvalues are again (Carathéodory) eigenvalues.
The converse question of whether all the eigenvalues (either periodic or separated) are of variational type, is not trivial. In fact, it is proved in [2, Theorem 5.1] that for any separated boundary conditions this is true for all coefficient functions q, r ∈ L 1 (0, π p ) (the proof is given for Neumann conditions only but can readily be extended)-hence in the separated case we will omit the adjective "variational" from now on. On the other hand, for the periodic problem it will be shown in Section 4 that while all Carathéodory eigenvalues are of variational type in the constant coefficient case, that need not be true for general coefficients.
To conclude this section, we state the following relationship, which will be useful below, between the Dirichlet, Neumann and variational periodic eigenvalues.
Lemma 2.3. For each
Proof. This follows from
and the variational construction of the eigenvalues noted above. 2
Properties of the minimal eigenvalue
The case k = 0 is somewhat special and will be treated in this section. We will show that the variational eigenvalue μ 0 constructed above is the minimal (Carathéodory) eigenvalue of (2.1)-(2.3), and that it is simple and is the unique principal eigenvalue (that is, whose eigenfunctions do not change sign). Similar results have been proved for Dirichlet and Neumann problems in, for example, [1, 11, 15, 16] . On the other hand, the minimal periodic eigenvalue does not seem to have been treated before for general L 1 coefficients. 
Remark 3.2. By the proof of Theorem 2.1, throughout this result we could replace (2.1)-(2.3) with the weak problem (2.8).
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We start with two preliminary lemmas. 
Proof. The argument is essentially that of Anane, who treats the Dirichlet problem in [1, Proposition 1]. The "elementary calculation" which is omitted there involves an integration by parts, yielding boundary terms of the form
together with the corresponding expression with u and v interchanged. Periodicity ensures that these expressions have equal values at x = 0 and x = π p , so these boundary terms cancel, and the rest of the argument follows [1] . 2
We are now ready to prove the theorem.
(a) It is clear from the definition of μ 0 that
On the other hand, if λ is an eigenvalue with eigenfunction u, then (2.8) (with w = u) gives
Combining (3.2) with (3.3), we obtain λ μ 0 .
(b) By Theorem 2.1, λ = μ 0 is an eigenvalue, so a nontrivial solution u ∈ W 1,p
. Furthermore, by (3.2), |u| is a minimiser of G so |u| also satisfies (2.8), with λ = μ 0 . Thus, by Lemma 3.3 with (u, v) replaced by (|u|, 0), we see that |u| > 0 on [0, π p ], so u has one sign. Now we can take u 0 = |u|, proving part (i).
For part (ii), suppose that some nonzero u satisfies (2.8) with λ = μ 0 . By the argument for part (i), u is of one sign, which without loss of generality we may take to be positive. Since u 0 and u satisfy (2.1) with λ = μ 0 , it follows that I (u 0 , u) = 0, so Lemma 3.4 proves the result.
(c) Suppose that λ > μ 0 and there exists u 0 satisfying (2.8). By Lemma 3.3 with v = 0, we obtain u > 0 on [0, π p ], so by scaling we may suppose that 0 < u < u 0 . Now both u and u 0 satisfy (2.1), so (3.1) (with v = u 0 ) yields
which contradicts Lemma 3.4. Thus such u cannot exist. 2
The next result does not follow immediately from Theorem 3.1 nor from the definition (2.7), but it will be useful below. 
Variational and non-variational eigenvalues
In this section we discuss the non-minimal, periodic eigenvalues. It will be seen that there are considerable differences between the constant coefficient and non-constant coefficient casesspecifically, in the constant coefficient case all the eigenvalues are variational, but this need not be true in general. In view of this, we discuss these cases separately.
The constant coefficient case
In this case, by translation and scaling we may assume that q = 0, r = 1. Then (2.1) takes the form
We denote the (unique) maximal solution of the initial value problem for (4.1) with λ = 1, u(0) = 0, u (0) = 1, by sin p . A construction of this function is described in [17] and shows that sin p is a 2π p -periodic, C 1 function on R, where
2) 
Thus the graph of sin p resembles a sine wave, and indeed, sin 2 reduces to the usual sin function, with π 2 = π . Remark 4.1. The notations sin p , π p have been used in various senses. The one used here is taken from [15] and corresponds to r = 1. Another one (used in, e.g., [12] ) leads to simplifications in some formulae, but corresponds to a weight function of the form r = p − 1.
We will use the preceding notation for the various eigenvalues of (4.1), but with a superscript 0 to denote the constant coefficient case, viz., δ 0 k , ν 0 k , and μ 0 k . To determine the eigenvalues, and the corresponding eigenfunctions, we introduce functions e k (θ ), for integer k 0 and θ ∈ R, defined by We emphasize that the periodic eigenvalues λ 0 k , k 0, in Lemma 4.2 are to be understood in the Carathéodory sense, and are numbered without attempting to count any "multiplicity." We now consider the relationship between these eigenvalues and the variational periodic eigenvalues μ 0 k , k 0, constructed in (2.7). . It is then stated that "in a similar form" the corresponding result holds for Neumann and periodic problems. This appears to be true for the Neumann problem (and indeed, for general separated problems), but the argument given in [8] (and [2] ), for each k 1, seems to run into the following difficulties in the periodic case (using our notation):
the proof of this relies on simplicity of the eigenvalues (this is not explicitly stated in [8] , but see [2] ). Unfortunately, simplicity fails for the periodic eigenvalues-see Section 6 below for a discussion of multiplicities.
(ii) λ 0 k μ 0 k : the proof of this constructs a set of functions lying in the linear span of certain "bump" functions (associated with the kth eigenfunction) satisfying the (natural) boundary conditions for the weak formulation (a similar set is constructed in (5.7) below, in the periodic case). Unfortunately, in the periodic case the periodicity condition means that a similar argument can only be applied when k is odd (this feature also occurs in the argument following (5.7) below).
The general coefficient case
The constant coefficient result of Theorem 4.3 is consistent with the linear case p = 2, where the higher eigenvalues have (linear) multiplicity two. There is, however, a dramatic difference when we allow non-constant coefficients. To demonstrate this we first introduce some further notation.
By Lemma 3.1 in [2] , any eigenfunction of (2.1) has only simple zeros in [0, π p ], and in particular, only finitely many zeros. Also, clearly, any periodic eigenfunction must have an even number of zeros in [0, π p ). In view of this, for k 1, we denote by σ 2k the set of periodic (Carathéodory) eigenvalues of (2.1) which admit eigenfunctions with exactly 2k zeros in [0, π p ).
In the constant coefficient case it is easily seen from the construction of the periodic eigenvalues and eigenfunctions in Lemma 4.2 that the corresponding set σ 0 2k consists of the singleton {λ 0 k }. By contrast, in the general case we have the following two theorems on the existence of nonvariational eigenvalues of (2.1). In these theorems, | · | 1 will denote the usual sup-type norm on C 1 [0, π p ], and a coefficient function in C 1 [0, π p ] will be said to be π p -periodic if it satisfies (2.2), (2.3), that is, if it has a π p -periodic C 1 extension to R (this property will be useful for our constructions in Section 7). 
1) has at least n non-variational periodic eigenvalues in (λ
Theorem 1.3], there existq ∈ C 1 [0, π p ] and η > 0 with the following property: if q = αq, with 0 < |α| < η, then (2.1) has at least n + 2 distinct periodic eigenvalues in (λ 0 k − 1 , λ 0 k + 1 ) ∩ σ 2k (that is, the constant coefficient eigenvalue λ 0 k , corresponding to q = 0, splits into at least n + 2 nearby distinct eigenvalues, when q = αq). It is not shown in [3, Theorem 1.3] thatq is π p -periodic, but this function is constructed in [3, Lemma 4.10] and the proof of this lemma can readily be modified to yield a π p -periodic functionq.
For the remainder of the proof, we shall exhibit the dependence of the eigenvalues on q explicitly, labelling the variational periodic eigenvalues of (2.1) by μ k (q). From the variational construction (2.7) we see that each μ m (αq), m 1, depends continuously on α. Hence, by Theorem 4.3, there exists ζ > 0 such that, if |α| < ζ , then μ 2k−2 (αq) < λ 0 k − 1 and λ 0 k + 1 < μ 2k+1 (αq). It now suffices to take q = αq, with any 0 < |α| < min{ζ, η, /|q| 1 }. 2
In Theorem 4.5 we constructed non-variational, periodic eigenvalues of (2.1) in potential form, with q = 0 and r = 1. The weighted form, with q = 0 and r > 0, is also common in the literature (see, for example, [6] , [11] or [14] ), so we also state a result in this form, which will be useful below. . This gives a π p -periodicr ∈ C 1 [0, π p ] such that if we put r = 1 + αr then, for sufficiently small α = 0, the constant coefficient eigenvalue λ 0 k splits into at least n + 2 nearby distinct eigenvalues.
We claim that the variational periodic eigenvalues of (2.1) depend continuously on α near α = 0. Indeed, let us writeH α for H of (2.5) with r replaced by 1 + αr. Then for each u = 0 there is a unique scalar multipleũ α of u, continuous in α (uniformly in u), so that H α (ũ α ) = H (u). From this we easily see that μ k , defined as in (2.7) but with H replaced byH α , is continuous in α, establishing the claim.
We then conclude the proof as for Theorem 4.5, replacing the one parameter family αq by 1 + αr. 2 Remark 4.7. The structure of the spectrum of (2.1)-(2.3) is not known for general q and r. In view of this we will not attempt to index the periodic, Carathéodory eigenvalues of (2.1) for general coefficients.
Which eigenvalues are variational?
We now return to the problem (2.1)-(2.3), with general coefficients q and r. In view of Theorems 4.5 and 4.6 it is natural to ask which of the Carathéodory eigenvalues of this problem are in fact the variational ones of Theorem 2.1. In this section, we shall give an explicit answer to this question, in terms of the set σ 2k introduced above. As remarked above, in the constant coefficient case σ 0 2k = {λ 0 k }, so by Theorem 4.3 this set is realised variationally. On the other hand, Theorems 4.5 and 4.6 show that in general σ 2k may contain a large number of non-variational eigenvalues. The following theorem shows that σ 2k contains its minimal and maximal elements, and that these are precisely the variational eigenvalues in σ 2k . Proof. The compactness of σ 2k is established in [4] . To prove the rest of the theorem we require some results concerning the eigenvalues of a particular separated problem. For any α ∈ (0, π p ), let λ k (α), k 0, denote the eigenvalues of (2.1) subject to the following separated boundary conditions 
Here, for any k 1,
by continuity of λ k (·), the min and max exist and are attained. In view of these results it suffices to prove the following:
Consider an arbitrary k 1. For any eigenfunction u corresponding to the eigenvalue μ 2k−1 , the number of zeros of u in [0, π p ) is even (since u is periodic) and nonzero (by Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 3.5). Thus μ 2k−1 = λ 2j (α), for some j 1 and
This contradicts Lemma 2.3, so we must have j k, and hence
Next, suppose that μ 2k = λ 2j (α) for some j k + 1. In a similar manner we obtain
which again contradicts Lemma 2.3, and so we have
Now suppose that α is arbitrary in (0, π p ), and let u be an eigenfunction corresponding to λ 2k (α). By construction, u(0)u(π p ) = 0 and u has 2k zeros in (0, π p ). For j = 1, . . . , 2k + 1, let χ j denote the characteristic function of the j th interval of constant sign of u, let u j = χ j u, and, recalling (2.5), define the set
It is clear that S(u) ⊂ W 1,p P (0, π p ) is symmetric and homeomorphic to the unit sphere of R 2k , so S(u) ∈ F 2k . Recalling G from (2.5), we easily see that G(y) = λ 2k (α) for all y ∈ S(u), so by (2.7),
Hence, since λ 2k (·) is continuous on [0, π p ] it follows from (2.6) that μ 2k−1 λ min 2k , and so (5.5) is in fact an equality.
Next, by [2] , the separated eigenvalue λ 2k (α) agrees with its variational counterpart, so by the standard variational construction in the separated case
whereF 2k+1 is as for F 2k+1 but in W 1 p instead, and
Hence, again by continuity of λ 2k (·), it follows that λ max 2k μ 2k , and so (5.6) is also an equality. This completes the proof of (5.4), and hence of Theorem 5.1. 2 Remark 5.3. The extrema λ min / max k of (5.3) are periodic eigenvalues (as above) if k is even, and are antiperiodic eigenvalues if k is odd (see [4] ).
Multiplicities of higher eigenvalues
For the general separated problem it is shown in [2] that the set of eigenfunctions corresponding to any eigenvalue has a (linear) span of dimension one. Thus, it is natural to regard these eigenvalues as "simple." Theorem 3.1 shows that this is also true for the periodic eigenvalue μ 0 . We shall now show that this is not true for the higher periodic eigenvalues, even in the constant coefficient case of Section 4.2. In fact, we shall briefly explore some ideas relating to multiplicity for the higher periodic eigenvalues in the constant coefficient case. The range of possible behaviours in the case of general coefficients is not yet completely understood.
Fix k 1 and p = 2, and denote the set of eigenfunctions of (4.1) corresponding to the periodic, constant coefficient eigenvalue
scalar multiples of the functions e 2k (θ ), θ ∈ R-see Lemma 4.2). As noted earlier, the elements of E 0 k are C 1 , but it is well known that they lack some higher derivatives. The following result will suffice for our purposes. Let O p = R \ {jπ p /2: j ∈ Z}. 
The proof now follows from sin p (0) = 0 = sin p (π p /2) and (4.3). 2
We now use this result to show that the "dimension" of E 0 k is infinite. In a sense, Proposition 6.2 shows why the constant coefficient, periodic eigenvalue λ 0 k of (4.1) can split into large numbers of eigenvalues under non-constant perturbations of q away from q = 0 or r away from r = 1 (see the proofs of Theorems 4.5 and 4.6). We now investigate why we do not obtain a similar large number of variational eigenvalues.
It is clear from the construction of the eigenfunctions e 2k (θ ), θ ∈ R, that H (e 2k (θ )) is constant for θ ∈ R-see (2.5). Denoting this constant by a k , we can define the set of "normalised" eigenfunctions (corresponding to λ 0 k )
Now, by (4.2),
so A 0 k ∈ A (recall (2.6)), and the genus γ (A 0 k ) is well defined.
Proof. We first prove the following auxiliary result. We now return to the proof of the proposition. By (6.1), the homeomorphism h in the previous proof is odd, so by Lemma 6.4 and the definition of genus, γ (A 0 k ) 2. On the other hand, it also follows from Lemma 6.4 that A 0 k is connected, and since
Since the variational eigenvalues are calculated via the genus, Proposition 6.3 is consistent with Theorem 4.3, and the fact that even under perturbation there are only two variational eigenvalues μ k (q) near to μ 0 k . Indeed, each μ 0 k can be viewed as having "variational" multiplicity two, as measured by the genus γ (A 0 k ).
Non-variational eigenvalues in higher dimensions
In this section we discuss the eigenvalue problem (1.1) in dimension N 2. In fact, for arbitrary N 2 and 1 < p = 2, we will construct an example of a Neumann boundary value problem with smooth, non-constant coefficients, on a smooth domain Ω ⊂ R N , for which there exist nonvariational eigenvalues. Our example will be in weighted form, that is, with q = 0 and r > 0 (an example with q = 0, r = 1 could be constructed in a similar manner). It is still an open question whether non-variational eigenvalues can exist in the constant coefficient problem, see [13, p. 1091] .
For our purposes here it will suffice to define eigenvalues via (weak) eigenfunctions in W 1,p (Ω), although more regularity can be ensured-cf. [7] . Thus, for a given r ∈ C 1 (Ω), we construct the Neumann variational eigenvalues for this problem as described earlier, but replacing W [18] ). This yields a nondecreasing sequence of eigenvalues μ k , k 0, with lim k→∞ μ k = ∞.
We now define the domain Ω. Let | · | denote the usual Euclidean norm in R N , and denote the usual cylindrical polar coordinates of x ∈ R N by (ρ, θ, x 3 , . . . , x N ) , where x 1 = ρ cos θ , x 2 = ρ sin θ . Let Ω be the smooth domain
(so when N = 2, Ω is an annulus, and when N > 2, Ω is a torus). Proof. We will use the toroidal form of Ω to construct non-variational eigenfunctions on Ω from 2π -periodic, non-variational eigenfunctions of a related one-dimensional problem. To do this, we first note that the interval (0, π p ) in Theorems 4.5 and 4.6 can be replaced by the interval (0, 2π), simply by scaling the independent variable by c = 2π/π p . For each k 0, this scales the constant coefficient eigenvalue λ 0 k (on (0, π p )) to the corresponding eigenvalue λ 1 k := c −p λ 0 k (on (0, 2π)). We now establish a connection between the cases N = 1 and N 2. For a given 2π -periodic functionr ∈ C 1 (R), we consider the 2π -periodic eigenvalue problem Noting that the p-Laplacian operator in R N has the form p u := div | grad u| p−2 grad u , and using the standard polar formulae for grad and div, we see that
where now denotes differentiation with respect to θ . Hence the function u defined in (7.3) satisfies Eq. (1.1) on Ω, and obviously satisfies Neumann boundary conditions on ∂Ω. Thus the Neumann spectrum of (1.1) contains the 2π -periodic eigenvalues of (7.1). Also, as noted above, the Neumann spectrum of (1.1) contains a nondecreasing sequence of variational eigenvalues, which we will now denote by μ k (r), k 0. We now construct non-variational Neumann eigenvalues of (1.1) by perturbingr away fromr = 1. By the preceding discussion, the spectrum of the problem ( (1) , (7.4) while if λ 1 k is not a variational eigenvalue we set m = 0 and ignore (7.4) . Now, by Theorem 4.6, with n replaced by m + n, we can choose a 2π -periodic functionr ∈ C 1 (R) such that (7.1), witĥ r = 1 + αr, has at least m + n distinct periodic eigenvalues close to λ 1 k = μ l (1) for sufficiently small α = 0. As above, these eigenvalues lie in the Neumann spectrum of the corresponding form of (1.1). Moreover, as in the proof of Theorem 4.6, for each k 0 the function μ k (1 + αr) is continuous in α, near α = 0, so lim α→0 μ k (1 + αr) = μ k (1) . Thus, by (7.4), if α is sufficiently small then there are at most m distinct variational eigenvalues of (1.1) close to μ l (1) (specifically, the eigenvalues μ k (1 + αr), k = l, . . . , l + m − 1). Combining the above results shows that there are at least n non-variational, Neumann eigenvalues of (1.1) close to μ l (1) . 2 Remark 7.2. There are alternative Ljusternik-Schnirelmann type constructions of variational eigenvalues of (1.1), see, for example, [9, 14] . It is clear that the result of Theorem 7.1 holds for any such variational construction which yields a sequence of eigenvalues μ k (1 + αr), k 0, with the basic properties that (i) lim α→0 μ k (1 + αr) = μ k (1) and (ii) lim k→∞ μ k (1) = ∞.
